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WHAT WE’LL TALK ABOUT

1. Current state of marketing in 
publishing: focusing efforts in the 
mid-funnel/heavy readers

2. Our mindset shift: How we’re 
approaching consumer marketing 
at the Inquirer

3. Getting there: how we are 
executing and what we’re 
expecting to get out of it.



A look at the current state



Let’s play: can you tell the publisher behind these ads?



Let’s look at the prevailing approach

1. First of all, a question: Where is the brand in these communications?

2. Most publishers’ consumer-facing marketing efforts are directed at heavy readers.

3. Focusing primarily on transaction, most marketing efforts targeted at bringing in 
subscriptions.

4. Low to no investment in brand marketing, and very few top of funnel initiatives.

5. Marketing campaigns are typically direct response and offer-centric, with the key 
message being “Buy a subscription because it’s cheap”.

6. Customer is not in the center of marketing strategy; organizational goals are.



Where are most non-subscriber marketing efforts focused?

The bulk of our efforts are primarily 
revolving around consumers in the 
mid-funnel

➔ Paywalls/hardwalls
➔ Acquisition emails
➔ O&O marketing assets like digital/print ads

…are all targeted at the “heavy” readers.

Publishers are spending very little marketing effort and dollars on 
feeding the top of the funnel.

Audience 
development

Engagement

Conversion

Loyalty



It’s working, right? Then what’s the issue?



1. Brand perception.

When we’re not promoting the brand, we’re taking away 
the “why” of the subscription: why would this reader 
buy your unlimited access vs a competitor, or even a 
larger national publication. Remember: an average news 
subscriber has 1.1 total subscriptions, so why should it 
be your newspaper?

Also, do you really want the first brand association for 
your paper to be “cheap”?

Let’s dissect the issues



2. Diminishing returns for acquisition of new subscribers.

Cheap intro subscription offers are becoming obsolete altogether the more 
they’re used by various businesses, and for your readers in particular. 

One large US publisher has seen conversion rate from acquisition emails drop by 
over 500% over the course of several years; and conversion rate from paywall - 
by at least 2x in the span of 2 years.

Reason? Readers becoming “offer blind” after a while, and the addressable 
audience for O&O channels is not meaningfully growing, resulting in essentially 
marketing to the same group of people over and over again. 

Until they hit unsubscribe and/or stop visiting website.

Let’s dissect the issues

Source: confidential publisher data



3. Decreasing impact on revenue 
and subscriber base.

We are also seeing poorer 
retention for subscribers 
coming in at cheap/free trial 
terms, lured primarily by the 
offer.

Revenue wise, we’re getting 
readers conditioned to expect 
the next sale, and at least 20% 
of them just circulate from 
offer to offer, without really 
ever paying the full price. 

Let’s dissect the issues



Outcome:

Primary focus on mid-funnel marketing in the long-term 
results in brand devaluation and diminishing returns for 

acquisition, existing subscriber base, and revenue.

However, when publishers are facing this predicament, they 
are often not equipped to pivot and make changes to their 

marketing strategy.



What are we doing at Inquirer?



We’re starting with a mindset shift.

We took our first step with a
v1.0, or transaction-centric 

marketing approach…

…and now we’re moving on to 
the next chapter: 

v2.0, or consumer-centric one.



What does this mean?

It means every single stage of the funnel is equally important at The Inquirer.

We’re focusing a lot of our efforts on feeding into the top of the funnel, increasing our 
addressable market, engaging our light readers - and only then move onto converting them in 
the mid-funnel.

AWARENESS ENGAGEMENT CONVERSION LOYALTY

BEST IN CLASS MARKETING ORGANIZATION



Content

Focus: promoting best in class 
local journalism in different 
formats targeted at varying 
reader segments: special 
projects, evergreen content 
promotion, experiential/events, 
podcasts.

Outcome: audience 
diversification, increased 
engagement

Platforms & 
products

Focus: growing our 
addressable market by 
identifying key audiences and 
reaching them via various 
platforms: platform strategy, 
search and social.

Outcome: new audiences, 
audience diversification

Audience

Focus: top-of-funnel 
centered initiatives aimed at 
promoting the brand and 
increasing addressable 
audience: brand marketing, 
OOH, verticals, community 
engagement.

Outcome: increased 
audience (centered on 
in-market readers)

Impact: brand perception, total audience, in-market audience, reader 
demographics, DEI/community engagement.

Awareness: feeding into top of the funnel



Engaging products

Focus: using our diverse 
product offering to build a 
lasting relationship with our 
readers: personalization of 
content, newsletters, alerts, 
app

Outcome: cross-platform 
readership, increased 
engagement

Readers

Focus: getting to know our 
readers through use of first 
party data, and engaging our 
audiences to create habit: 
lead generation, registration 
experiments, habit building 
initiatives.

Outcome: increased share of 
known users and reader 
engagement 

Areas of impact: reader engagement, 1st party data/known 
users, emailable database, increased consideration

Engagement: building relationships with light readers



Pricing and 
acquisition flow

Focus: optimizing paymodel 
rules, pricing, and marketing 
assets onsite and offsite: offer 
testing, propensity modeling, 
meter optimization, UX 
improvements

Outcome: increased intercept 
rate through modal, optimized 
conversion rate

Acquisition 
marketing

Focus: communicating the 
value of Inquirer subscription 
through a variety of channels 
and reinforcing the brand at the 
last mile

Outcome: increased 
consideration and conversion 
rate

Subscription product

Focus: presenting a subscription 
offer through a right product mix 
for a specific user segment: 
premium stories, content 
verticals, subscription bundling, 
print vs digital subscriptions.

Outcome: increased 
consideration and conversion 
rate

Areas of impact: new subscriptions, total subscriber base, subscription revenue

Conversion: promoting subscriptions to loyal readers



Value of subscription

Focus: making our products and 
platforms the main value driver for 
paid subscribers: subscriber 
exclusive products, digital 
transformation of print subs, online 
self-service revamp, and more

Outcome: increased subscriber 
engagement and improved retention

Subscriber 
communication

Focus: building a meaningful 
relationship with subscribers 
through continued communication: 
lifecycle communication strategy, 
re-engagements, paid subscriber 
marketing efforts.

Outcome: increased loyalty and 
reduced churn

Subscriber analysis

Focus: learning all about our 
subscribers and their behaviors 
to build loyalty and prevent 
churn: churn analysis, price 
elasticity modeling, involuntary 
churn prevention

Outcome: reduced churn (esp, 
non-payment), increased 
revenue

Areas of impact: subscriber relationships, churn rate, total subscriber base, 
subscription revenue

Loyalty: getting subscribers to stay



How are we executing this shift?



1. Alignment and organizational 
buy-in

At The Inquirer, organizational goals spread 
across the entire funnel (and beyond), and a 
clearly communicated and cascaded down to 
every employee in the company.

Executive management supports the 
marketing approach and is willing to invest 
time, money and resources into top of funnel 
initiatives alongside with direct response 
acquisition and retention marketing.



2. The right team

Traditionally, audience development talent has been part of the 
newsroom/Editorial team, with Marketing heavily skewed into Circulation, 
Acquisition and Retention of subscribers.

At The Inquirer, we completely revamped the Marketing organizational structure, 
bringing Audience Development/Top of funnel expertise in, as well as expanding 
it by adding other crucial roles.



CRO

Consumer  Marketing
VP Consumer  

Marketing 

Director, 
Audience Dev 

Community 
Engagement 

Manager

Manager, 
Audience Dev.

Assoc. Manager, 
Paid Digital

Sr. Acquisition 
Manager

Director, 
Engagement | 

Loyalty

Engagement & 
Loyalty Manager, 

DM & 
Telemarketing

Engagement & 
Loyalty Manager

Marketing Operations
Manager, Mktg Ops 

Analyst, Email 
Operations

Analyst, 
Onsite Operations

Analyst, Database 
Operations

Market Research
Mgr, Mktg  
Research 

Marketing Technology
Dir Of Marketing 

Technology

Customer Service
Associate Director, 
Customer Service 

Customer Service 
Department

New Marketing Organization

Mgr. Business Intel 
& Innovation

Specialist, 
Events & Store

Subscriber Acquisition
Acquisition 
Associate



3. The right budget split

47% of our communications budget this 
year is allocated to top of funnel 
initiatives: 

- brand marketing
- content promotion, including verticals 

and special projects
- lead generation, 1st party data, 

newsletter promotion
- community engagement initiatives
- habit building

27% are allocated towards Acquisition, and 
19% - Retention.

We’re investing 7% into our team 
development.



4. Measuring success: key metrics
Creating a stronger focus on top of the funnel initiatives does not mean we’re not 
diligently measuring success. Here are some of our key organizational goals we’re using 
to track progress:

% budgeted change in 2022

Audience +2.8%

Known loyal readers +31.7%

Modal intercept rate +96.4%

Subscriber churn Flat

Digital sub. revenue +27.9%

Year-end digital subs +21.5%



Additional metrics

We’re also closely watching leading indicators of success:

% budgeted change in 2022

In-market visits +3%

Registered users (users with an account) +31.7%

Email database size +28%

Share of younger audience (25-44) WIP

Share of BIPOC audience WIP

Subscriber visits per month +10%



5. Still doing what we know works*

* but nothing too crazy

We have a robust marketing plan dedicated to mid-funnel initiatives, which includes at 
least one acquisition campaign per months.

We’re experimenting with creative/messaging, intro pricing, and targeting to make sure we 
convert the right people with the right message - and that they will stay with us for a 
long time.



What we’re expecting this approach to accomplish in the long run

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion

Loyalty

Awareness

Engagement

Conversion

Loyalty

By shifting focus from heavy readers to increasing our brand awareness, readership base, and engaging light 
readers we will significantly increase the addressable audience in the mid-funnel, and thus be able to sustain 
a meaningful growth rate in our subscriber base and revenue.



Question time!


